COASTAL AND MARINE BIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY (LM51)
(Lecce - Università degli Studi)

Teaching ENVIRONMENTAL MICROBIOLOGY

GenCod A002336
Owner professor Pietro ALIFANO

Teaching in italian ENVIRONMENTAL MICROBIOLOGY
Teaching ENVIRONMENTAL MICROBIOLOGY
SSD code BIO/19
Reference course COASTAL AND MARINE BIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY
Course type Laurea Magistrale
Credits 6.0
Teaching hours Ore-Attivita-frontale: 48.0
For enrolled in 2015/2016
Taught in 2015/2016

Course year 1
Language INGLESE
Curriculum PERCORSO COMUNE
Location Lecce
Semester Primo-Semestre
Exam type Orale
Assessment Voto-Finale
Course timetable https://easyroom.unisalento.it/Orario